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Roosevelt Launches Greatest 
Relief Drive 
By CHARLES W. B. HURD 
* ---====================* In four steps taken on as many succes-sive days from April 23rd through 26th, 
President Roosevelt mustered a staff and 
laid down a course of operation with the 
object of spending $4,000,000,000 in a 
single year. 
He thus launched the latest, and history's 
largest, campaign in the war on the im· 
mediate destructive forces of industrial 
depression. The drive has the twin ob· 
jectives of supplying a job for every em· 
ployable. person now without work and 
of giving such a push to private enterprise 
through the operation of new buying power 
both by the government and by the idle 
that it might regain some semblance of 
normality. 
The program is without parallel in that 
its sole object is to spend money, profit-
ably if . possible, but to spend it quickly on 
any project within broad limitations that 
offers an avenue to provide jobs. Of the 
latter, it is estimated by officials that when 
3,500,000 have been thus created there will 
be an earned income for every family that 
under normal conditions would be inde-
pendent. 
Organizing for Goal 
If that is accomplished, the President 
will have achieved at least temporarily his 
goal of displacing the dole with jobs for 
workers who in the aggregate represent 
the livelihood of probably 15,000,000 indi-
viduals. 
To handle this program, the President 
set up an organization in keeping with the 
size of the operation. In fact, the organiza-
tion is so large that it is expected in in-
formed quarters that actual operation will 
force simplification of the procedure. 
Mr. Roosevelt, who considers it a com-
paratively simple organization, explained 
its basic operation in a thirty-minute talk 
to newspaper correspondents on April 26th 
afternoon. However, it consists of three 
major groups, fifty departments and bu-
reaus of government and an unofficial but 
highly influential group of advisers. 
Surmounting the whole organization and 
reserving the positive authority to approve 
the expenditure of every dollar as well as 
?ictate the conditions of that expenditure 
IS the President. 
Triumvirate at Top 
As his three principal administrative 
lieutenants he drafted well-tried aides. 
The silent but effective Frank C. Walker 
was called from retirement back to the 
chair~anship of the National Emergency 
Council to sift all applications for funds 
whether on projected Federal works or fo; 
loans .to finance State, city and county 
operattons. 
Secretary Ickes, the ubiquitous Admini-
strator of Public Works, was called by the 
President to the chairmanship of the Allot-
ment Board that will pass directly to him 
suggested plans previously weighed and 
approved by Mr. Walker. 
To Harry L. Hopkins, Federal Relief 
Ad~inistrator and cutter of red tape, was 
ass1gned the task of Administrator of the 
Works Progress Division, a post in which 
as the President's overseer of all projects' 
he ~s ordere~ to see that every approved 
prOJeCt supplies the labor charted for it 
and goes through on a clocklike schedule. 
Question of R,ank 
These three the President considers 
equal in rank, as he emphasized at his 
press conference on April 26th, but observ-
ers felt pretty generally that Mr. Hopkins 
might emerge as the leading figure since 
his work is to get things done, and that 
after all, is the primary object set by th~ 
President. 
In any event, Mr. Hopkins's tact will 
be tested in a manner greater than ever 
before, for he will be in the position of 
r eporting to the President on, if not actual-
ly supervising, work falling under the 
jurisdiction both of Cabinet members and 
strongly intrenched bureau chieftains. 
The triumvirate of Messrs. Walker, 
Ickes and Hopkins, named in the order of 
their activities, forms the nucleus of a 
new organization as yet unnamed, but, in 
effect, a work-relief cabinet, which held 
its initial meeting on April 26th. 
The group summoned by the President 
also included the following: 
Secretary Morgenthau, who must find 
the money to finance the $4,000,000,000 
program. 
Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, 
whose duty it will be to pass on collateral 
pledged for loans by governmental sub-
divisions. 
Rexford Guy Tugwell, Under-Secretary 
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of Agriculture . and director or rural re· 
settlement under the works program. 
Rear Admiral C. ] .· Peoples, who, acting 
under Mr. Hopkins's direction, will buy the 
millions on millions. of dollars' worth of 
materials necessary for the work to be 
done. 
C?arles West, liaison agent between the 
Wh1te House and Capitol Hill. 
Daniel W. Bell; Director of the Budget. 
With the exception of Mr. Tugwell, Ad· 
mira! Peoples and Mr. Bell, who are 
"specialists," this group is considered the 
"brain trust" of the works program. 
Agencies as Instruments 
The actual instruments to be used in 
carrying out the work-relief program con· 
sist of about fifty specialized government 
agencies, including three bureaus special· 
ly created to handle new tasks. 
Within these fifty agencies, President 
Roosevelt said, are the facilities for hand!· 
ing between 200 _and 250 types of public 
works applicable to his program. 
Among the existing agencies of Govern-
ment to which the President ·has assign-
ed tasks in the program are alL the de-
partments and numerous subdivisions such 
as the Bureau of Public Roads of the 
Agriculture Department, and independent 
agencies such as the Civilian Conservation 
Corps, which already is making plans to 
enlarge its tota_l of enrollees from 300,000 
to 600,000, m akmg use of more than $600,· 
000,000 earmarked for the purpose. 
In addition to these agencies, the Presi-
dent created the Rural Resettlement 
Commi~sio_n, with Under-Secretary Tug-
well as 1ts mdependent head, to handle the 
specific problems of moving farm families 
who so desire from poor to better lands, 
of aiding "stranded" towns and offering 
aid to slum dwellers in moving out to 
small, congenial settlements. 
The President also announced plans to 
set up a special board to supervise ex-
penditure of possibly $200,000,000 on the 
elimination of railroad grade crossings 
and another board to put into operation 
a program of rural electrification: Both 
of these agencies are as yet only in the 
plan stage. 
Eight Project Types 
As a basis of operations, Mr. Roosevelt 
had prepared a list of possible work pro-
jects which he grouped under eight general 
headings, descr ibed by him at one of the 
" schools" on the program, at which news-
paper reporters were the "pupils," as fol-
lows: 
(1) Highway construction and elimina-
tion of grade crossings. 
(2) Rural rehabilitation and relief. 
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(3) Rural electrification. formation as to the labor-supplying pos-
(4) Low-cost housing in urban and rural sibilities of suggested work, to ascertain 
whether it can be carried out within one 
year's time and to prepare a report on the 
project comparing its value as a work pro-
ducer with the needs on the area in which 
areas. 
(5) Assistance to white-collar workers. 
(6) Civilian Conservation Corps expan-
sion. it is to be undertaken. 
(7) Loans to political subdivisions. When Mr. Walker's organization has 
(8) Soil erosion, reforestation, sanitation finished analyzing projects laid before it, 
and miscellaneous projects. and bas tentatively approved them, they 
Most of these projects have been broach- will go on to the allotment board under 
ed and discussed repeatedly as theoretical Secretary Ickes, where twenty-two govern-
possibilities. Now they are to be under- ment officials, including the heads of im-
taken under a plan whereby the President portant subdivisions of the relief organiza-
will allocate funds for any or all of them tion, will discuss them in round-table talks. 
on the basis of their value as job providers ! This board will in turn tell the Presi-
in specific localities. I dent whether it thinks projects are good 
Certain constant factors about unem- or bad. In most cases he will probably 
ployment are known in a general way and follow the findings of the two examining 
Mr. Roosevelt has sought to correlate this boards, it being physically impossible for 
information by having an unemployment him to study the details of all proposals, 
census taken. but he has reiterated his intention to as-
Generally speaking, the President can sume full responsibility for allocations. 
obtain from Mr. Hopkins fairly definite 
information about unemployment through- Flow of Work 
out the country, and the latter has virtual- From. the President's office is expected 
ly completed the work of breaking this to flow, in the near future, a stream of 
picture down into one showing the em- allocation orders, embracing all types of 
ployment needs of comparatively small work. These will be sent "down the line" 
districts. to the agencies charged with carrying out 
One such district will include only New the work on schedules attached to the 
York City and its environs, while the whole orders, and Mr. Hopkins will be notified 
State of Nevada, with its small population, of the allocations in order that he first 
probably will constitute a single unit. may supply the labor and then observe 
Under the President's formula each dis- operations, with the assistance of freque nt 
trict will be resolved into a unit showing reports on progress by the active agencies. 
the number of hours of labor needed to Admiral Peoples will be probably the 
make its employable idle and their de- greatest purchasing agent in the peace-
pendents self-sustaining. The next step time history of the whole world. 
will be to provide that many hours of Incidentally, the President called on past 
labor. experience with criticism and ordered that 
Every agency of the government has agents of the United States Employment 
been preparing suggestions for providing Service keep in constant touch with pri-
work, and these suggestions are expected vate employers to see that the public 
to flow henceforth at a rapid rate into the works do not attract workers from regular 
offices of Mr. Walker and his staff. It also jobs, as was alleged to have happened in 
is anticipated that thousands of sugges- the old works program. 
tions will be put forward by States, cities, No method has yet been established to 
counties, Congress members and private determine what constitutes " security" 
individuals. wages in the various parts of the country, 
Routing of Proposals 
Mr. Walker's organization is under in-
structions to analyze minutely each sug-
gestion, with authority to call upon every 
agency necessary to obtain precise in-
and municipalities stand to gain much 
more under the new program than they 
did under the old public works program, 
both in benefits from projects built with 
Federal funds and in the financing of their 
own project. -1 he New York Times. 
THE FUTURE OF ENGLISH 
By H. L. MENCKEN 
(Continued/rom the May Number) 
II 
In part, of course, its spread has been 
due to the extraordinary dispersion of the 
English-speaking peoples. They have been 
the greatest travelers of modern times, 
and the most adventurous merchants, and 
the most assiduous colonists. Moreover, 
they have been, on the whole, poor lin-
guists, and so they have dragged their lan-
gu;Jge with them, and forced it upon the 
human race. Wherever it bas met with 
serious competition, as with French in 
Canada, with Spanish along our south-
western border, and with Dutch in South 
Africa, they have compromised with its 
local rival only reluctantly, and then sought 
every opportunity, whether fair or unfair, 
to break the pact. If English is the lan-
guage of the sea, it is largely because there 
are more English ships on the sea than 
any other kind, and English ship captains 
refuse to learn what they think of as the 
barbaric gibberishes of Hamburg, Rio, and 
Marseilles. 
But there is more to the matter than 
this. English, brought to close quarters 
with formidable rivals. has won very often, 
not by force of numbers and i:·, transigence, 
but by the sheer weight of its merit. "In 
wealth, wisdom, and strict economy," said 
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the eminent Jakob Grimm a century ago, 
"none of the other living language can vie 
with it" To which the eminent Otto 
Jespersen was adding only the other day: 
"It seems to me positively and expressly 
masculine. It is the language of a grown-
up man, and has very little childish or 
feminine about it." Dr. Jespersen goes 
on to specifications: English is simple, 
it has clear sounds, it packs its words 
closely together, it is logical in their ar-
rangement, and it is free from all pedantic 
ftubdub, by Latin out of the languages of 
Babel. What an immense advantage lies 
in a single thing: its lack of grammatical 
gender! (I spent the years from 1887 
to 1892 trying to remember whether Hund 
and Katze were der, die or das, and I can't 
tell you to this day.) And what another 
in its reduction of all the pronouns of the 
second person nominative to the single 
you! 
When American pedagogues discourse 
on the virtues of English they almost al-
ways begin by hymning its enormous 
vocabulary, which is at least twice as large 
as that of any other language. But this 
is not what enchants the foreigner; on the 
contrary, the vast reaches of the vocabu-
lary na turally alarm him, and he keeps as 
close as he may to its elements. The 
thing that really wins him is the succinct-
ness and simplicity of those elements. We 
use, for all our store of Latin polysyl-
lables, a great many more short words 
than long ones, and we are always trying 
to make the long ones short. What began 
as mobile vulgus in the Eighteenth Cen-
tury, two words and both Latin, is mob 
to-day, one word and that one as English 
as cat. What was once pundigrion is now 
pun; what was gasoline only yesterday is 
already gas. No other European language 
has so many three-letter words, nor so 
many four-letter words, whether decorous 
or naughty. And none other can say its 
say with so few of them. "First come, 
first served" -- that is typically English, for 
it is bold, plain, and short. ln French, as 
Dr. Jespersen reminds us, the same homely 
proverb is stretched out and toned down 
to "Premier venit, premier moulu"; in 
German it is mauled and hammered into 
" Wer zuerst kommt, mahlt zuerst," and in 
Danish it reaches the really appalling form 
of "Den der kommer ft/Jrst til mq,!le, jar 
f<Prst male!." 
Several years ago an American philo-
logian, Dr. Walter Kirkconnell, undertook 
to count the number of syllables needed 
to translate the Gospel of Mark into forty 
Indo-European languages, ranging from 
Persian and Hindustani to English and 
French. He found that, of all of them, 
English was the most economical, for it 
took but 29,000 syllables to do the job, 
whereas the average for all the Teu-
tonic languages was 32,650, that for the 
Slavic group 36,500, that for the Latin 
group 40,200, and that for the Indo-Iranian 
group (Bengali, Persian, Sanskrit, etc.) 
43,100. It is commonly believed that French 
is a terse language and, compared to its 
cousin, Italian and Spanish, it actually is, 
but compared to English it is garrulous, 
for it takes 36,000 syllables to say what 
English says in 29,000. Dr. Kirkconnell 
did not undertake to determine the aver-
age size of the syllables he counted, but 
I am confident that if he had done so he 
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would have found those of English shorter, 
taking one with another, than those of 
any other language. 
To most educated foreigners it seems 
so simple that it strikes them as almost 
a kind of baby·talk. To be sure, when 
they proceed from trying to speak it to 
trying to read and write it they are pain· 
fully undeceived, for its spelling is almost 
as irrational as that of French or Swedish, 
but so long as they are content to tackle 
it viva voce they find it strangely loose and 
comfortable, and at the same time very 
precise. The Russian, coming into it 
burdened with his six cases, his three 
genders, his palatalized consonants, and 
his complicated pronouns, luxuriates in a 
language which has only two cases, no 
grammatical gender, a set of consonants 
which (save only r) maintain their integri-
ty in the face of any imaginable rush of 
vowels, and an outfit of pronouns so simple 
that one of them suffices to address the 
President of the United States or a child 
in arms, a lovely female creature in camera 
or the vast radio hordes of a Father Cough-
lin. And the German, the Scandinavian, 
the Italian, and the Frenchman, though 
the change for them is measurably less 
sharp, nevertheless find it grateful too. 
Only the Spaniard brings with him a 
language comparable to English for logical 
clarity, and even the Spaniard is afflicted 
with grammatical gender. 
As I have said, the huge English voca-
bulary is likely to make the foreigner 
uneasy, but he soon finds that nine-tenths 
of it lies safely buried in the dictionaries, 
and is never drawn on for everyday use. 
Its richness in synonyms is hardly his 
concern; he is not trying to write English 
poetry but to speak plain English prose. 
That it may be spoken intelligibly, and 
even gracefully, with very few words has 
been demonstrated by Dr. C. K. Ogden, 
the English psychologist. Dr. Ogden be-
lieves, indeed, that 850 words are suffici-
ent for all ordinary purposes, and he has 
devised a form of simplified English, cal-
led by him Basic, which uses no more. 
Of his 850 words no less than 600 are the 
names of things, which leaves only 250 
for the names of qualities and actions, 
and for all the linguistic hooks and eyes 
that hold sentences together. . 
Does this seem too few? Then it is 
only to those who have forgotten one of 
the prime characteristics of English-its 
capacity for getting an infinity of mean-
ings out of a single word_ by combining 
it with simple modifiers. Consider, for 
example, the difference between the verbs 
to get, to get going, to get by, to get on to, 
to get wise, to get off, to get ahead · of, and 
to get over. Dr. Ogden proposes to rid the 
language of a great many verbs-some of 
them irregular, and hence difficult-by 
substituting such compounds for them. 
Why, for example, should a foreigner be 
taught to say that he has disembarked 
from a ship? Isn't it sufficient for him to 
say that he has got off? And why should 
he be taught to say that he has recovered 
from the flu, or escaped the police, or ob· 
tained a job? Isn't it enough to say that 
he has got over the first, got away from 
the second, and simply got the third? 
Dr. Ogden is not much upset by the 
incongruities and irrationalities of English 
spelling. For one thing, his list of 850 
words, being made up mainly of the com-
monest coins of speech, avoids most of 
them ; for another thing, he believes that 
the very eccentricity of the spelling of 
some of the rest will help the foreigner 
to remember them. Every schoolboy, as 
we all know, seizes upon such bizarre 
forms as through, straight, and island with 
fascinated eagerness, and not infrequently 
he masters them before he masters such 
phonetically-spelled words as first, to-
morrow and engineer. In my own youth, 
far away in the dark backward and abysm 
of time, the glory of every young Amer-
ican was phthisic, with the English proper 
name, Cholmondeley, a close second. Dr. 
Ogden proposes to let the foreigners at-
tempting Basic share the joy of hunting 
down such baciJisks. For the rest, he 
leaves the snarls of English spelling to the 
judgments of a just God, and the natural 
tendency of all things Anglo-Saxon to move 
toward an ultimate perfection. 
III 
Whether Basic will make any progress 
remains to be seen. It faces the com-
petition of several other forms of simpli-
fied English. One of them, called Anglic, 
is the invention of Dr. R. E. Zachrisson, 
professor of English at Uppsala in Sweden, 
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and seems to be mainly, if not wholly, a 
scheme of spelling reform. It has got 
some support in England, but such speci-
mens of it as this version of the opening 
of Lincoln's Gettysburg Address are cer-
tainly not very appetizing: 
Forskor and seven yeerz agoe our faadherz 
braut forth on this kontinent a nue naeshon. 
konseeved in liberty, and dedikaeted to the pro-
pozishon that aul men ar kreaeted eequel. 
There are also the various so-called 
universal languages, beginning with Vol-
aptik (1880) and Esperanto (1887) and run-
ning down to Idiom Neural (1898), Ido 
(1907), Interlingua (1908), and Novia!, 
which was invented only the other day by 
Dr. Jespersen. Some of these languages, 
and notably Esperanto and Novia!, show 
a great ingenuity, and all of them have 
enthusiastic customers who believe that 
they are about to be adopted general-
ly. There are also persons who hold that 
some such language is bound to come in 
soon or late, though remaining doubtful 
about all those proposed so far-for ex-
ample, Professor Herbert Newhard Shen-
3 
ton of Syracuse University, who closes his 
recent book, Cosmopolitan Conversation, an 
excellent study of the Babel which now 
afflicts international conferences, by pro-
posing that the proponents of Esperanto, 
Interlingua, Novia!, and the rest come 
together in a conference of their own, and 
devise " a neutral, synthetic, international 
auxiliary language" that will really con-
quer the world. 
But this, I believe, is only a hope, and 
no man now born will ever see it realized. 
The trouble with all the "universal" 
languages is that the juices of life are 
simply not in them. They are the crea-
tions of scholars drowning in murky 
oceans of dead prefixes and suffixes, and 
so they fail to meet the needs of a highly 
human world. People do not yearn for a 
generalized articulateness; what they want 
is the capacity to communicate with de-
finite other people. To that ·end even 
Basic, for all its deficiencies, is better than 
any conceivable Esperanto, for it at least 
springs from a living speech, and behind 
that speech are nearly two hundred mil-
.lion men and women, many of them amus-
ing and some of them wise. The larger 
the gang, the larger the number of both 
classes. English forges ahead of all its 
competitors, whether natural or unnatural, 
simply because it is already spoken by 
more than half of all the people in the 
world who may be said, with any plausibi-
lity, to be worth knowing. After the late 
war I went to Berlin full of a firm deter• 
mination to improve my German, always 
extremely anremic. I failed to get any-
where because practically all the Germans 
who interested me spoke very good Eng-
lish. A little while later Dr. Knut Sanstedt, 
general secretary of the Northern Peace 
Union, sent a circular to a number of re· 
presentative European publicists, asking 
them "what language, dead or living or 
artificial" they preferred for international 
communications. Not one of these pub· 
licists was a native or resident of the 
British Isles, yet out of fifty-nine who re-
plied thirty voted for English. Of the six 
Swedes, all preferred it; of the seven 
Norwegians, five; of the five Hollanders, 
four. Only one man voted for Esperanto. 
IV 
But as English spreads, will it be able 
to maintain its present form? Probably 
not. But why should it? The notion that 
anything is gained by fixing a language in 
a groove is cherished only by pedagogues, 
perhaps the stupidest class..of literate men 
on earth. Every successful effort at stand· 
ardization, as Dr. Ernest Weekley has well 
said, results in nothing better than emas-
culation. "Stability in language," he adds, 
"is synonymous with rigor mortis." But 
such efforts, fortunately, seldom succeed. 
The schoolma'am has been trying since 
the Revolution to bring American English 
to her rules, but it goes on sprouting and 
coruscating in spite of her, like the vigor-
ous organism it is. My guess is that it 
will eventually conquer the English of 
England, and so spread its gaudy inven-
tions round the globe. When Macaulay's 
New Zealander stands at last upon the 
ribs of London Bridge, it will be in lusty 
American, not in embalmed London (or 
Oxford) English, that he will voice his 
polite regrets. 
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This guess indeed is rather too easy to 
be quite sporting. English has been yield-
ing to American for fifty years past, and 
since the turn of the century it has been 
yielding at a constantly accelerated rate. 
The flow of novelties in vocabulary, in 
idiom, even in pronunciation, is now over-
whelmingly eastward. We seldom borrow 
an English word or phrase any more, 
though we used to borrow many! but the 
English take in our inventions almost as 
fast as we can launch them. The Amer-
ican movie, I suppose, is largely respon-
sible for this change, but there are un-
questionably deeper causes too. English, 
subjected to a violent policing in the 
Eighteenth Century, has scarcely recover-
ed ; it is still a bit tight, a bit stiff, more 
than a li ttle artificial. But American, 
having escaped that policing and become 
quickly immune to the subsequent school-
ma'am, has gone on developing with almost 
Elizabethan prodigality. All the processes 
of word-formation that were in operation 
in Shakespeare's England are still in op-
eration here, and they produce a steady 
stream of neologisms that he would have 
relished as joyfully as he relished the 
novelties actually produced in his time, 
for example, lonely, multitudinous, dwindle, 
and bump. 
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The Highest Record of 
Employment 
On the Monday before Easter the num-
ber of insured workpeople in employment 
in Great Britain was higher than ever be-
fore. The total was 10,320,000, which was 
120,000 more than in March and 175,000 
more than in April a year ago. Towards 
the end of last year the improvement in 
trade and industry carried the number of 
insured persons in employment up to 
10,248,000; but this was a long way be-
hind the best of the figures of 1929, which 
were over the 10,250,000 level for seven 
consecutive months beginning with April. 
In March of 1930 the total fell below 
10,000,000, and did not again rise above 
that number until the last month of 1933 
-a period of three years and nine months. 
The midwinter seasonal influences depres-
sed employment in the first two months 
of last year, and then a steady improve-
ment began and month by month, although 
faltering twice, the employment figures 
rose. Once more in the early months of 
this year there was a seasonal relapse, but 
it was more than overtaken last month, 
when the total in employment exceeded 
by 4,000 the peak figure of six years 
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ago. The improvement in employment is 
geographically widespread and general 
throughout industry. Even coalminirg, 
which is on the verge of its slack season, 
was more active when the last count was 
taken than in the preceding month. 
Some holiday influences in the distribu-
tive, the tailoring, and the hotel and board-
ing-house industries may have accentuat-
ed an improvement which has a deeper 
and broader basis in the manufacturing 
and constructional industries. Anticipa-
tions of the KING's Jubilee celebrations will 
also have had some effect on certain trades, 
but the industrial analysis of the figures 
issued by the Ministry of Labour shows 
that all the principal industries contribut-
ed to the improvement. The number of 
unemployed registered at the exchanges 
fell by 109,410 to 2,044,460 in the three 
weeks between the March and the ·April 
counts. In comparison with April of last 
year the decrease was over 103,735. Not 
since july of 1930 has the number of the 
unemployed been lower than it was last 
month, and in the meantime the insurable 
population between the ages of 16 and 
64 has grown by more than 550,000. 
The Times Weekly Edition, May 2. 
The Englisb, from the Age of Anne on- William Gifford. In almost every issue almost an American dialect. It has often 
ward, have resisted the march of Amer- Gifford warned his readers that the tolera- amused me to count the Americanisms in 
ican with a mixture of patriotic watchful- tion of Americanisms would ruin the Eng- articles written to put them down. There 
ness and moral indignation, albeit with 
steadily decreasing effectiveness. When !ish language irrevocably, and it was also are hundreds of them in daily use in Eng-
Francis Moore in his Voyage to Georgia he, I believe, who spread the story that land, and many have become so familiar 
(1744) denounced our use of the noun bluff the Americans were preparing to abandon that an Englishman, on being challenged 
(in the topographical sense) as "barbar- English altogether, and to use Hebrew (or for using them, will commonly argue that 
ous·" he lined out a hymn that is still Greek, or some unnamed Indian language) they ar~ actually English. 
being sung stridently by many an English in its stead. Thus a note of despair reveals itself in 
pedant. After the Revolution it rose to a 
roar, with the quarterly reviews leading, The English travelers who began to the current objurgations, and there are 
and Southey, Landor, Wordsworth, Tom swarm in America after 1800, and especial- Englishmen who believe that the time has 
Moore, and other such lights of letters ly after the War of 1812, gave willing aid come to compromise with the invasion, 
carrying the bass. The main attack began in this benign work, and scarcely one of and even to welcome it. The father of this 
in 1787, when the l!:uropean Review fell them failed to record his horror over the pro-American party seems to have been 
upon the English of Thomas Jefferson's new American words that he encountered, the late William Archer, who was saying 
Notes on the State of Virginia, and especial- so long ago as 1899 that Americans had 
ly upon his use of to belittle, apparently and the unfamiliar American pronuncia- "enormously enriched the language, not 
his own invention. Thus it roared: tion. Captain Basil Hall, who was here only with new words, but (since the Amer-
Belittle t What an expression! It may be an in 1827 and 1828, went to the length of ican mind is, on the whole, quicker and 
elegant one in Virginia, a nd even perfectly in- making a call upon Noah Webster, then wittier than the English) with apt and 
telligible; but for our part, all we can do is to a septuagenarian, to lodge his protest. luminous colloquial metaphors." The late 
guess at its meaning. [A fii ng at another Amer~ 
icanism.J For shame, Mr. Jefferson! Why, after "Surely," he said, "such innovations Dr. Robert Bridges, Poet Laureate from 
trampling upon t he honor of our country-why are to be deprecated?" 1913 until his death in 1930, was of like 
trample also upon the very grammar of our Ian- "I don t know that," replied Webster mind with Archer, and of !ate there have 
guag e ? ... F ree1y, g ood sir. 'vill we forgive all 
your attack8, impotent as they are illiberal. upon stoutly. "If a word becomes universally been influential recruits to the party-
our national character; but for the future spare current in America, why should it not among them, Richard Aldington, \Vynd-
- ·0 spare, we beseech you, our mother-tongue! take its station in the language?" ham Lewis, Edward Shanks, and Virginia 
The Gentleman's Nagazine joined the "Because," answered Hall, with a mag- Woolf. "In England," said Mrs. Woolf 
charge with sneers for the "uncouth nificent resort to British complacency, not long ago, "the word-coining power has 
localities" [localisms?] in the "Yankey "there are words enough already." lapsed .•• . When we want to freshen our 
dialect" of Noah Webster's Sentimental This hostility continues into our own speech we borrow from American-pop-
and Humorous Essays, and soon all the day. At regular intervals the London pycock, rambunctious, flip-flop, booster, good 
other English reviews of the time, and dailies and weeklies break into sonorous mixer. All the expressive, ugly, vigorous 
especially the Edinburgh, the Monthly complaints against the American invasion. slang which creeps into use among us, 
Mirror, the Critical, the Annual, and the The latest inventions of the Hollywood first in talk, later in writing, comes from 
British Critic, were heavily engaged. The gag-writers are seized upon as proofs that across the Atlantic." 
Annual, borrowing the adjective of Francis i the language is fast going to pot in this I turn to Dr. Ogden's list of fifty "in-
Moore, denounced "the torrent of bar bar- country, along with the sub-species of the ternational" nouns for the Basic vocab· 
ous phraseology" that was pouring from human race that speaks it. Even the ulary-and find that no less than nine of 
the new republic, and the Monthly Mirror, relatively cautious and plainly useful them are American, not English. I turn 
forgetting the Treaty of Paris, moaned simplicities of American spelling (as in to Professor Ichikawa's list of English 
and beat its breast over "the corruptions the -or words, for example) are sometimes words that have been taken into Japanese 
and barbant1es which are hourly obtain- denounced with great rancor. But it is -and Americanisms bristle from every 
ing in the speech of our_ trans-Atlantic really too late for the English to guard page. Plainly enough, the conquest of 
colonzes." But the most vwlent of all the the purity of their native tongue, for so I the world by English, if it ever comes off, 
periodic_al alarmists _was the !-"dinbu?gh, many Americanisms have already got into will really be a conquest b.y.· Am. erican. 
then edited by the brtterly antJ-Amencan 1t that, on some levels at least, it is now - Harper's Ma.ga,zin,, April, 1985. 
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NEW QUESTS ON CATHAY'S ANCIENT TRAILS 
By NATHANIEL PEFFER 
~hanjihai, Centre of Chi,a's l'oreign Trade. 
Somewhere in China a dozen American I England, from France and from Australia. 
corporation executives and an economist Some have been called trade missions 
or two are today eating their way through and some good will missions. It comes to 
a forty-course Chinese feast, struggling the same thing in the fifth year of a 
with chopsticks in the cause of American depression. 
business. They are members of an Amer- Each mission is an incitation to others, 
ican trade mission of which Cameron W. though what is going on is all too decor-
Forbes, once Governor of the Philippine ous and ceremonious to be called com-
Islands, is the head. petition. No member of any one country's 
They are also a symbol of the change delegation urges the Chinese not to buy 
that has come over the world; most of from another country. Each is on the 
all, the change that has come over the alert for prospects; each tries to learn 
East. How the chartered " Adventurers" what the Chinese want to buy, each seeks 
of Good Queen Bess's day would roar with to commend itself to the Chinese by as-
lusty mirth at emissaries of the realm surances of friendliness and interest and 
seeking the treasure of the East in morn- a desire to cooperate with the Chinese in 
ing coats and with oratory. Even the solving their economic difficulties. In in· 
masters of the sailing ships that put out ternational trade today it is as it once was 
from Boston in Washington's day to ex- on Main Street. The friend makes the 
change furs and ginseng and Spanish dol- customer. 
Iars at Canton for tea and silks and nan- Again, how the times have changed! 
keens would smile a bit wryly~\ But the When the business men now in China 
change is less than meets the eye, for if were of about college age, foreign count-
the quest of the jewels of the Indies is less r ies commended t]lemselves to China's 
adventurous today, it is no less dangerous. favorable consideration by ordering their 
The dangers are only different. diplomatic representatives at Peking to go 
What the voyageur was in an older day to the Foreign Office and inform the ter-
the trade mission is in our own time. lnci- rified mandarin there in charge that un-
dentally, it was the hope of finding the less China showed its favorable considera-
fabulous Cathay that won Christopher Co- tion as per previous demand the gunboats 
lumbus the favor of Queen Isabella, and would move. Business was business then 
it was the same hope that inspired Vasco and national good-will something else 
da Gama, John Cabot and later Richard again. . 
Chamellor, Francis Drake and others of Nor did the old-time foreign business 
the illustrious company, half-explorers and man in China resort to organized formali-
half-pirates, who wandered over the seas ties to win customers. Both sides would 
and found continents by accident. have thought such formalities beneath 
Some sought the Northwest Passage and their dignity. Overseas junkets to drum 
some the Northeast Passage, and Cabot up trade would have caused the junketing 
actually thought it was China he had found country to lose face. Customers were won 
when he landed on the North American and held by the "chop" on the goods 
continent. But all were emissaries, not offered for sale. It was by the chop or 
so much of their governments as of the trademark that the Chinese merchant 
most enterprising business men· of their bought, because that was the only chop 
countries, as are the trade missions of to- he ever had bought. 
day .. And all were looking for new areas And he did not expect the principals 
in which to sell their goods- as are the of foreign firms to come and make 
missions now. For their countries were speeches to him. The foreigner sent his 
impeded by international complications compradore, the Chinese he employed on 
which raised obstacles to foreign trade - commission as intermediary in dealings 
the Grand Turk having set himself athwart with Chinese merchants. In fact, the 
the western entrance to Asia at Constanti- foreign business man in China who re-
nople-just as are the nations which send presented the manufacturers at home 
missions in 1935. thought it a bit infra dig to have much to 
* * * do with Chinese anyway, and social mingi-
The American mission now in China is ing was generally taboo. There was re-
not a pioneer. It is ·following a beaten serve on both sides and very little of 
path. In the last few years there have I words, but in many respects more of 
been trade missions to the .Far East from . mutual understanding than in these pro-
5 
gressive and spontaneous times. . 
A Canton or Shanghai merchant .dealt 
with one foreign house all his. life, and so 
did his son after him. And probably no 
paper was signed in either generation. 
It was not so many years ago that a re-
quest to a Chinese merchant for a con-
tract or written order would have been 
considered an insult, a reflection on his 
hqnor. He had given his word~ had he 
not? While the legends that are without 
foundation about the good old days in 
China are many this one rested on fact. 
The old-time Chinese merchant's word 
was "as good as his bond," as the tourists 
reported. He was a hard bargainer and 
a sh arp trader till an agreement was made, 
but, once made, the agreement was lived 
up to. Times have changed in this re-
spect also. Business has become imper-
sonal in modern China too There is writ-
ten law, business is done in writing, and 
where there is written law advantage can 
be taken of technicalities to evade the 
spirit while abiding by the letter. The 
old-time merchant is going and his place 
is being taken by a corporation. 
* * * With progress has gone a good deal of 
the flavor of the old China coast trade, 
when East was still East, but in com-
pensati9fl has come more business. Cor-
porations may be less colorful, but they 
buy more goods. Since more of the Chi· 
nese people are adopting modern ways, 
a demand is created for foreign goods. 
Also China has begun to industrialize, and 
industrialization creates a demand for 
machinery and efficient tools, for type-
writers and office equipment, for automo-
biles and power stations and telephones. 
At the same time it increases China's 
ability to buy. There is more business 
to be had and there is more need of busi-
ness from China-or from anywhere else 
under the sun. For this reason there is 
an increasing aler tness to the commercial 
possibilities of China, an alertness shared 
by America, since the times have changed 
also in that foreign trade is no longer a 
luxury to America. Ten million unemploy-
ed testify we need trade from anywhere. 
So the industrial countries are sending 
missions to see what can be worked up 
in China, and America is not to be left 
behind. Besides, America has to set about 
refurbishing good-will in China. For that 
used to be its main asset there. The 
writer can remember when Chinese mer-
chants deliberately broke relations with 
British sellers with whom they had always 
dealt because America befriended China 
in the world's councils. Other things be-
ing equal, the Chinese would always rather 
give an American the order. 
Unfortunately, other things seldom were 
equal. America had plenty of opportunity 
at home and was not interested in foreign 
trade. Not being interested, she did not 
know how to deal with foreign cus-
tomers. Numerous and ingenious were 
the devices by which we repelled foreign 
customers, not so much by intention as 
out of ignorance. But need begets a de-
sire to learn, and America is learning. 
Certainly she is trying, and China is a 
promising field for the trial- one of the 
few promising fields left, in fact. Amer-
ica wants to capitalize the asset of good-
will now. (To be continued) 
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APRIL l-THE FEAST OF 1 K.うJ 編輯室から ベ子'71と云ふぺきであれ本務巻頭に掲載しれ所の
FOLLIES 1 .. _.. ._._ _ . ~ _.._ ___.._ _.. _， I四十億ドルた賂げて、大規篠7ごっ1:計主主N
"He何 S刷 ;;see ! '-;械の続稗会〈成って勝l二印刷lこ附巴ら!R.Aの中でも更に最大の計重なりとする第
Gross foolsωM |れ工う主する瞬間外電1"1:米関大審院長日|二期計登L今となって1"1:何割方安現の可能
Antiqua巾 nshave accounted for the I -ズ氏のN.R.A法典た以て令衆凶窓法に選|性があるやら 見詰のつかfよし、事となっ E了
時間nc巴oft11E frolic morning-APIi11|背するものなり とする剣決、米関大統領若z1つれ。然し乍ら此太っ腹の計登が線香花火の
:;f1305137Ei1312立立込乱立は其代捜機関1"1:米図内各州の州内商業iこま|如く消えれじ口倫且つ多〈の示唆左考
di~d ~i-th th~-~Iipp~~y-secret ~f -~o -~Jip- I で立入って労働時間並lこ労銀た決定する秘|究の題目た残して行〈であらう。敢て記事ら
pery a day. 古Eなしとするタj決たl.1こらLt:。青天の若手震IJft換へる事たぜずlこ;!t億に残しれ所以であ
おmehave∞n肘 ctedit with the u附 Eト|と1"1:此事である。米関大統領uーメグエルト|る。
記ぷ恒早巴aは t22;2マ;;szニ!I氏が過去二ヶ年間政府の機能た奉仕産業|純益日仏す葉足立;?諸ZT
equinox， and would have us believe that Iら動員して史上空前の不景気釣策のドライ| ー
the Huli Feast of the HindωiS~~i~r!a~J~ !仰なしつ Lあつれに英大屋窒L今伊吋揺〈ぐ網|しと冨び、英語は皐諮鰍数が他の図諾に比
o叩urown impulsive fたes討tival，s記E伐悶eir口Jgt出ha抗ti比tI '/ fJ:? 1J..l，_-__' .lo l.'-_.II_I--;P.;/¥")32.'l:!J5:. tJ "-"'lUr¥ Iて盤富なろ事ぞ乍P以てよしとすぺ告でない反
i抱直 c∞omplet句edon t出h巴ev巴OぱfApril1 a訂阻ndis 1 . ... . . Iつて其図際f性生売たv減退きぜる所'以1:'ごとなし
a剖Isωodedicated ωthe pastime of jocular 1 ~uis~， ~aJle~ out ωthe guard伽 t_it， was 1 Ba討cAnglic Esperanto等i二言及して、最
d悶 ptio田・ 持持持 |;luteよれよおfg;:ze:2311dz;| 後lこ過去学術紀の臥同誇の東漸運動、~p
The French celebrate the day in t恥hel凶sぬhouts岱 of'“川‘
s鈎amemanne釘raおsd白owe仇， e目xc削 tぬha抗t白e句y1 tωu叩r口叫I
cal t白h巴victimof their droll p戸reva訂riにca抗ti必(>ル江泊n郎h隠;1 脅 祷 各 11れ:英語であらうと簡断i完して屑z'o恩ぴ切つ7穴: 
ρμoお白Sωond'aωvril 0ωr“五sぬh0ぱfAp戸riJ." One 1 _ Many. ~_ecJar~ .that when .the royal of. 1論断であろが、首否l"1:f時」が解決するであら
explanation given for ~h_i:; is tJI.e. fact that I fi~e~ o，f King Joh? fo~nd ，th巴 wisem叩|ぅ。
t~ê ma~~erer season，of France b，e&ins，at 1 ~~_.~_:>:t~~~_ g~~v:I!_， ~~~ωbd， some1nl CathayM名前が契丹に通じる Lのであ
bout this time of the year， and 1n the I drowning an eel and _some in hedging in 1 
Id days出epertpageboysof the gI剖 I;.~ωl叫出ey 伽uld have had in mi吋|らう事1"1:底引こ思ぴ附〈、誇原的の事1"1:知 ら
were often called“sily macke叫"邸p;ci~ 1伽 dayof the month. Forお <!IdFul~er 1ないが。 Cathay'sAncient Trailsなる旭日
ally when they were s叩tupon errands I remarked，“Gotham do出 b悶 :das wise 1"1:商白いと忠つ7こoRomance of Commerce 
that only the levity of the season could ¥ p.eople as叩ythat carelessly laugh at their 1ら暗示して依りあろ表現である。其'下lこ救ぜ
pr<?perl~ exc~se. .. i si~l?，licitC ， r .， ， . r， . ". I 1:潟良 L面白いと思ふ凋水lこドνョqし穴
One French scholar hぉ sugg.estedt}J<;tt i :__';V~~，-~~F_o2e~~_f_o:.._t~eT :~~:'-~~ ~i~_p~I，~~= 1 iltらしてるであらう所の支那人ル載ぜ於3
32721;ぷ011??22品IZ12;213i日3TJれと誌はJgtぬお主|ヤげが群浮んで、ラ〆チが茶阿佐馳駆する
UIIdemlfen by the Church atEastef time |with Maria Loul叫 the~'chduchess， took ，のが見え 水の中央に何闘かの軍艦か Y威容
to remind the common people of the cruel I place on April 1， 1810. To commemorate 1ら椛へて府z，01廿界の火貿易浴のーっ上海の
mockery of sending Jesus backwards and Ithe occasion he had a medal. struck re'l風物詩である。
おrwa凶 bet~~~n ~ilate and Annas， and I ~~e，s:~ting ~ove ~ear~ng ac ~~under~olt， I 然るに取止めなき MongrelCity 上海(~
C1iftzsJどど吋azarded白川 Fmtlzdtbi:22;つffι〆his∞ftrU|支那の軍閥政治家の陰謀の都市でありA図
f Apr比 dぽ iv日fmz:4Fe制 ofFJolslmuit出 heanム;[ti巾 unρふ;ゐJ;l|商人が血1良になって利慌た字，って居る商浴
(Fest仰 Fatuorum) ぱ tl;-~-R;~-;n~~ ;hi-;;'l~ ， J9na伽 nSwift reco地 inhis勺ournallであり、東洋に関心ら持つJ七ゆる閣の糾齢者
is said to have been used by the early 1 !o.StelJa" that he sp~nt the evening of 1集注され-c居る土地であリ、上海貿易I!直接
Church Fathers for the purpose of dis~ 1 !'1a!'ch_ ~n，.1713， witl~ ~r. ~rb~thn?t and I各閣の産業と商業l二糸ら引くものであるc新
αediting the religious influenαof th~i.r: ' ~_~d~_ l\1~sh~n~ c.o~~ri~!~g “ a lie for ω:1なる窓味蜘|ιこ於げる来洋への閥心心‘が日一日と
F武;:認l主5g昆込2詑:;詑?な2μ二ぷZJ忠忠忠忠;tEご詰aお:符守D符， 0町;-the~u~G~~ s~'í~~t~dJ f;; ~;;;e~v;;f I h;凶巴sof his fashionable fri叩dsd叩 ;;tI易に鈎すZ態度、成〈割支政銭ら一層精細iこ
de-;i~i;~ b~ffo;;;-~ry-d~~.~t~d-~gain~tl:he~~ i redound eith~r ωthe wit or to the good I検討する所がなげれぼならぬoi陥洲図誕生後
dispossessed ancients of the north. 1 ta~te of the 1?ean. _ 1こ於げる各閣の極点l二到する動き1"1:、新なる
A jeは rumour吋 ωbecurrent in Jewry 1 lt is one of the v.:is~st ma~ims ?f !ife I角度4り見直さるべきもの L砂くないであ
should also be mentioned. This at巾 ut出 I~1e，:er to gru~g巴 a! ?，eing made ~o， lo.k ~ IらういけE事のある時lこ拾って行き皮いと
our Feast of Folly to the fact that it was I fool on. any由y_of the year， and least of 1 。Âp~il'l Vth;(No;h s'~;t ~~"thi~Yd~;~'~'~ I ;lì"o?"~p;-Ü ï.~.J i; b~ ω均 takenin叫思ふ3
its白川 f;uui;;s'~-;';~nd:" --. ..--_. --"1 a.paipal.Jî~ evidence of s.pirIt四1graα， -aI エプザル・ 7-ρの話1"1:チト遅過ぎるが、
~~tai;ïy-~I~-;v;ï;~s-~~rands have ever I proo( that we have not travelJedωo far I毒lこL楽にもならすれ、話の積リで載ぜて置
been a characteristic feature of the day 1 from the blessed stat巴 ofchildish inno-1ぃ1:。詑事lこ依るとスウイプトが一七一三年
with US. ln S∞tland it is said to be 1 ce!:_se.~. . •. .. . • . . ~ . 1こ其事ル書いて居ろと云ふから古くからあ
customary ωdespatch unlucky se川 n&I ~ T.~e_~!，r~t_ o，f Ap'ril s~o.ul~ ，be ~ “ Ge~e.~all る L の 1:1主連ぴなからうが、語原も習慣の起
men from house to house with-a sealeei.1 Festival" to be shared by the old and the I :~ ~ =;: ~~ 
民 con伽lIngthe words “ A;ril'O<ï~~ I ~;~~g:'by .th~~vi;~~;~d 山 fooli sh ， by山|リも米代史設がない Lのらしい。
Hunt the gawk a削 hermile"-a gawk|川 and山 pm.ThemstporI1pousof| 'TokyoCalendarの著者プラげ・い氏It
in that to昭U巴 d~~;ti~-g a--~;;ckoo~ ，_. .， ~ll the .King:s subjec同 aman obs巴ssed1其姉妹篠「滞日印象、筆l二まかせCJも公iこさ
ネ * : ¥ day a~d night "，:ith ，~hè sen~e ~f， ~1Î~ ?w~ 1れ1:。東京繁昌認と異って、滞日十七年間1: 
! in:portance， .c~ 1?- har~ly sustain “ hi~ fol~:' I起つれ事件ら屈託もなしに述べTこも のであ
Throughout the last century to havelwhen uponhfurlg the cO附 o}，th; fIsh Iるが、ま1:繁昌認と異つれ趣があろ。著者自
立?な♂噌!:tEt?説副:;Fstzi2723;慌て出J:;;:2127ttzl身の人伽服して靴酒股が会第iこ溢
~~ga-;d~d ~~--;;-~xp~e;si;~ ~i-~~p~rlati;~ i ~~t'~~~nvhi;'~凶rched formal町 t;:~~s;~';d ，れて厨て、耐‘も貨の日本的のものた愛する
wit，ぉalsoit was to have persu地 dωme|hlITIfrom becoming， bヅ tï;;';bs~';;~e-~f-; I心情が随所l二吐露ぜられて居品。近来の限リ
JJoo~ wretch to ask. at a ch('!mist's shop I kipper， a toゐsond' avril tar exceu，仰 ce. Iなく快い讃物であらう。
for ha11a pint of pigeon's mllk，or at thel How pretty it isωwatch an elderly 1 刷工作つれお世賃持云ふ事が採ひなんで
cobbler's for a pot of elbow greぉ~:__L _~ I mal"! indulge in S?IJl~ harmless i叫 C蜘 re1ある。御馳走1:なって居て、うまくなカ叩1:
AJTS:zzt:11;Zよ巴Jrぷ|:;JLe芯rvuvz;Ynzidzt孟|ら「うまかっT:1と云へない人である。如何l二
悦 m均出e叫 bancis，DuKofumne，|aptmixM1efO町帥， or a fairy a悶~I 日本人の L てな Lが、此正直な一外人l こ映じ
d氏 tedto make -his ~scápe ()~ Ù:;i~ d~y~---A I ~;th~"da任~dilb~dr"'-' ~. _ ._"J _v.~~" I居Z，tJ' ?思1"1:ず憤告白さぜられる事も多〈、
woman， suspicious of his peasant's dis. I -The Dail1/ M<7，il. Lonc!Q叫 Apri121;. 1示唆教示ぜらあ hて所が秒{1!.~ 、 。
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A fresh piel;ure ofJ吟anfrom a novel angle. 
The ]apan he writes about is not the sort of a guide-book. Seventeen years' 
residence has acquainted the author with the peculiar ways of life and the char-
aeteristic mode of thinking ofJapanese， and he records them humourously in the 
Book with utmost candour. 
A shrewd observer， he五ndsmany occasions for s3.tasm upon the distortion 
and topsy-turvy state of things prevalent In the country， yet the whole book 
reveals the author to be a happy resident among the ]apanese， one who can 
appreciate the real things }apanese. 
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